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"The Greatest Moment in History". Moved to a new location. We have over 10 million 

listeners. Translator has to go as fast as he, not slow down.   

Nano coated Cu plates, nano means single atomic structure. We have changed the 

molecular structure to atomic, creation of Gans, miniature suns. We have created CO2 in 

solid state at room temperature, this is the new plasma energy.   (:10).  Two parts, 1 is to 

do with Energy and 2 with cleanup of environment, Fukoshima. Collaboration with 

TEPCO and Keshe, the cleanup successful but denied by TEPCO, now KF published a 

paper on the cleanup. (:26). break in tape and repeated until here. The man who did the 

background work with TEPCO, is here, he helped save Japan and fired him, very honest. 

TEPCO violated IEA rules working with Iranian nuclear physicist, boycotts. We gave the 

technology freely to Japan and so that it can be used in other accidents, it has to be 

recognized by internationally as a breakthrough in technology, this is the point.    (:31).  

Don't show face for international reasons, gives his testimony, and has joined KF. He 

confirms the tests of new technology. Fukoshima is now safe and KF technology used, 

therefore not give details, but it was all due to KF. This is the third time betrayal by 

governments in nuclear cleanup. The key was overcoming the high Ca levels in Japanese 

waters. (:37).  The nuclear materials lock into the Ca Co3, you still have the nuclear 

material only trap and neutralize, so there is a nuclear residue. Japanese Prime Minister 

should resign. It can be given to farmers to cleanup fields. (:41).  You take contaminated 

soil and few drop of "Solution" (Gans), Keshe demonstrates with Fukoshima soil sent by 

TEPCO. He shows Fukoshima water given by TEPCO, which is against law. Measured 

by TEPCO at 6000. Italians came in and tested it and said it can stay, so it's not illegal. 

Japanese have not used IEA ways of sending radioactive materials. Challenge to 

authorities to come and test and check with Fukoshima. All communications kept. (:56). 

Creating jobs in Italy. A Coke bottle size reactor that can power the car, and house. 

(1:08).   The Beads (are 1 to 5 ratio) are already obsolete.  (1:12).  The NEW unit is 

revealed. It's thousand times more strong then the beads, by coiling the Nano wires you 

make a nuclear reactor without radiation. It blows a fuse it's so strong. In the new beads 

every bead is being regenerated by careful wrapping of Nano wires, power in thousands 

of KW. It can't be fed yet to Grid. (1:16).  Prototype for car power supply that you put in 

side the electric key. Please develop as fast as you can. The power is so immense by 

careful. New communication is developed, by-pass Vodafone. Another new system 

unveiled, tunneling one plasma to another.   (1:22).    When radiation leaves the sun it 

doesn't decide if it will be a potato or apple, it's the conditions at the point of arrival that 

determines what it will be. It's the same when you eat, it's the conditions in the body that 

determine what kind of cell it will become. We created batteries that you don't need to 

recharge for 20 years, and it will deliver what the need is. We have learned to tap into the 

essence of creation. (1:25).   The unveiling of the New beads, composite Gans, each bead 

has the power of the sun. It burns itself out, so much power, SF underneath. The inner 

ring creates G, the outer ring creates M. Adjust the plate and becomes a flight system, it 

also has control system for direction. Inner core 6 beads and outer 12, by adjust fields 

control flight. You can also place plasma lines on different positions to create different 

materials. We have gone partly into production of materials on demand. (1:36).  

Something that reverses the cancer in minutes, you change the environment and it can't 

grow, patients come in and within hours healed. Now with Plasma you can make magnets 



for any material. Don't need to mine anymore, just produce the MG field. This is why the 

title was chosen.  You can tap into the Creative principle anywhere in the Universe. Now 

totally independent of Earth. KF setup around the world to fully develop technology.  

(1:46).  Questions:  Are all the teachings in your books? The essence is there especially 

book 3. The Cancer treatments are happening now by experts. (1:51).  Someone asking 

for step-by-step blueprint to make the E Beads. Alex explained in details, but with the 

plasma, when you put the springs you collect energy. In Matter creation, a cup of water 

with Gans in small bottles on either side and hotdog on top, the water tastes like hotdog. 

Now remove the water and instead put a coiled Nano wire in and hotdog on top ... see if it 

creates a hotdog **. Remember everything can be changed, when and how you want 

based on creating the conditions. (2:08).  The units cause the interior wires in the house to 

Nano coat, but they still carry normal electricity. The new coiled 3 rings can flow in any 

way. You can start with the first beads more safe. These new systems are very hard to 

understand, and they are too powerful and get burnt up. The Beads give you instant high 

power, to move craft quick. (2:19).  Create two Plasma lines together to weld.  Shows a 

Gans battery. (2:27).  Keshe gave out nano wires, put one on your left and right battery 

terminals and you don't need anymore fuel. Keshe had hard time to use fire to make Nano 

coat. With the 3 ring new coils, the inner coil holds onto what don't need. Something 

about cancer with this coil along with Gans set to specific MG fields. Mike is warning 

not to connect to Grid. They have new "Universal CO2 Kits", made in Italy. Sweden has 

KF. Letter from Putin. (2:39).   (2:42). Explain how transfer of banana to water via 

different Gans. The 3 rings coils, inner 6 middle 12 and outer 24. The way you wind the 

coils is very important, clockwise and then change, and the direction determines if 

Magnetic or gravitation, this is flow of plasma. Question in Italian about the direction of 

flow. The springs create a tunnel of flows and this dictates the direction. (3:02). Goes 

over the new coils and the field flows. "Plasma pipes" means these new coils. (3:09).  

Peace is most important part.  

 


